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How far back?
Four to seven thousand years or more? 

To the unification under short-lived Qin dynasty +&  in 221 BCE2 

To the European use of the name “China” in the 16th century? 

To the 1912 “Republic of China” ���� when the “Chinese” 

administration first employed the term “China”2



Where does the word China come from?  

In 1516, a Portuguese named Duarte 
Barbosa employed the word “China” 

Later in several European languages: 
Cina in Italy, Chine in France, and in 
English as China. 



Jeff Wade has demonstrated that  ʐina designated a 

state in the south of what is now known as China, a 

territory inhabited by the Lolo '' or Yi - peoples0

But no polity or society ever used the name “China or any variants of 

such” 



For several centuries Europeans used the word China, 

alongside such terms as Tartary, Cathay or the Celestial 

Empire, to describe, narrate and map the territory governed 

by the Ming � rulers and later by the Manchus �.
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崡ࢩय़Ⴔय़ጳଂ҅य़ށԆ҅ཿզᬪ㬵ӧԏᒒᥴ朰҅௳ྊ
ᙁᤇ҅傶ྌ捍ਧ戔ᒈԋ夹̶ฎզय़Ⴔय़ጳଂᇙၝ䴠૧
ᤈԪय़ᛒॡৼכ椆ਝ䔃䩚䔃䌔敎ਤਰᘐ҅毣ߝ殸ಀ
ᜰᗻڹ樜᮱झԑၳۅ᮷妞夺䒕ৼն᯾Ҕय़նᘦ弲ᒵ㾴
ଶᒵ归ӣᒵ䌔敎Ӯ慺ܦय़ᛒ㾴ಅ䍋ֵل䳷قԆᇙၝ䴠ॲށ
ካᆾኂἧັҔݱݶل䌔ಅॲԏӤ拎ᤈԪ݊ඹ搓ق䳷ԏ
ፘ斃横҅ק䍋࠺吚҅ܨ捍䢯ݱ䬈҅檔ڜෝૢ



Treaty of Nanjing (Nanking), 1842 

HER MAJESTY the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, and His Majesty the Emperor of China [य़Ⴔय़ጳଂ] , being 
desirous of putting an end to the misunderstandings and consequent 
hostilities which have arisen between the two countries, have resolved to 
conclude a Treaty for that purpose, and have therefore named as their 
Plenipotentiaries, that is to say: Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and 
Ireland, HENRY POTTINGER, Bart., a Major General in the Service of the 
East India Company, etc., etc.; And His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of 
China [य़Ⴔय़ጳଂ], the High Commissioners KEYING, a Member of the 
Imperial House, a Guardian of the Crown Prince and General of the 
Garrison of Canton; and ELEPOO, of Imperial Kindred, graciously 
permitted to wear the insignia of the first rank, and the distinction of 
Peacock's feather, lately Minister and Governor General etc., and now 
Lieutenant-General Commanding at Chapoo: Who, after having 
communicated to each other their respective Full Powers, and found them to 
be in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the following 
[selected] Articles:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Victoria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom_of_Great_Britain_and_Ireland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom_of_Great_Britain_and_Ireland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Pottinger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_India_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qiying
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guangzhou
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yilibu


Ӟ̵य़Ⴔय़ጳଂ̵य़㾴ށԆਂଘ҅ಅ䍋嶆Ո࿆ஂྌ҅֘ݱ՜
㾴ᘏݑ扗㾴֚כਹقਞ̶ 
ԫ̵ᛔՔզ҅य़ጳଂ௮ٵ㾴Ո࿆䒕ࢧಅ䍋ਹ፯҅ੀဠၹԏ䔃̵ᐰ̵
䓯槹̵䌀ူ̵ӤၹᒵԲ归҅ݗ揶ฃ᭗ࠟ僻噲Ҕ㾴ށԆၝ戔毎Ԫ̵ᓕԪᒵਥ
֘扗Բ归उᮅ҅䌕ቘࠟ揿Ԫ҅岈ݱ扗ොਥلஃ㬵ҔեՈೲᆙӥ䬈樄䤃
ԏֺ҅Ⴔ༩Ի奁揟圖̵杳沆ᒵ揲̶ 
ӣ̵ࢩय़ࠟ晍᪠ၿ၇҅ஃஃํ䠔䃼殾ץ愆ᘏ҅ᛔౄ妔ԨဠၹӞ归҅զץ
݊ਂਝಅአᇔා̶Քय़ጳଂٵ䌔ḕӞ䎦妔Ԩय़㾴ށԆืӮ慺Ԇ֖ᘏ
ଉ晍Ԇഩ҅ձᒈဩလቘ̶ 
Ԝଙԫ์樌䌔㾴毎Ԫਥ࿆݊Ոᒵ䔶ኸ夀҅㽔զ܈ط䴠૧य़ᛒᒵෝ᭲ࢩ̵ࢥ
ྒᗜ҅ᔱڊ澪ᇆզ傶摍҅Քय़ጳଂٵզ၇柞مጯ嶫㾼㱘愆ܻ㰷̶ 
Բ̵ٿ㾴࿆ࠟࣁ夀揶ฃ҅قֺݻ䵍氃戔ᤈࠟ҅Խ圸لᤈᘏಥ旰҅Քय़ጳଂٵ
抷岈֜ࠟԻฃ҅室ٌۯ揶ฃᘏ҅ݗ扗ݱࠟᒵ᩵ํٿֺ҅ݻӧՖᆙٌ
氃戔ᤈࠟᒵ㲌ํᔴཹࠟኜग़僻ഷႴ晤ᘏ҅Քᯇਧ၇柞ӣጯ嶫㾼ֺ҅ݻҔӬ
֢傶ࠟཹԏ䤖҅ኧӾ㾴ਥ傶㱘晤̶ 



Article I. 

There shall henceforward be peace and friendship between Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland and His Majesty the Emperor of China [य़Ⴔय़ጳଂ], and between their respective subjects, who shall enjoy 
full security and protection for their persons and property within the dominions of the other.

Article II.
His Majesty the Emperor of China [य़ጳଂ] agrees, that British subjects, with their families and establishments, shall be 
allowed to reside, for the purposes of carrying on their mercantile pursuits, without molestation or restraint, at the cities and 
towns of Canton, Amoy, Foochowfoo, Ningpo, and Shanghai; and Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, &c., will appoint 
Superintendents, or Consular officers, to reside at each of the above-named cities or towns, to be the medium of 
communication between the Chinese [  ]authorities and the said merchants, and to see that the just duties and other dues of 
the Chinese [  ] Government, as hereafter provided for, are duly discharged by Her Britannic Majesty's subjects.

Article III.
It being obviously necessary and desirable that British subjects should have some port whereat they may [maintain] and refit 
their ships when required, and keep stores for that purpose, His Majesty the Emperor of China [य़ጳଂ] cedes to Her 
Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, &c., the Island of Hong-Kong, to be possessed in perpetuity by Her Britannic Majesty, 
her heirs and successors, and to be governed by such laws and regulations as Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, &c., 
shall see fit to direct.

Article IV.
The Emperor of China [य़ጳଂ] agrees to pay the sum of Six Millions of dollars, as the value of the opium which was 
delivered up at Canton in the month of March, 1839, as a ransom for the lives of Her Britannic Majesty's Superintendent and 
subjects, who had been imprisoned and threatened with death by the Chinese High Officers [Ӿ㾴ਥ] 

Article V.

The Government of China [ ]having compelled the British merchants trading at Canton to deal exclusively with certain 
Chinese merchants, called Hong merchants (or Cohong), who had been licensed by the Chinese Government [ ] for that 
purpose, the Emperor of China [य़ጳଂ] agrees to abolish that practice in future at all ports where British merchants may 
reside, and to permit them to carry on their mercantile transactions with whatever persons they please;

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xiamen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuzhou
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ningbo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shanghai


What lies behind China/Chinese? 

Complexity of what is masked by the word“China” 



“China” or “Chinese” in English: 

1. Ӿ㾴 Zhongguo – China (now and always) 

China, the modern nation-state today; the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC); “transhistoric” China including current nation-
state, the dynastic periods, and the pre-historic civilizations 
found within the space now occupied by the PRC; the PRC 
authorities; “the central states” (before the unification by what 
became the Qin dynasty 221-201 BCE); Da Zhongguoय़Ӿ㾴 
“Greater China” – mainland China, Taiwan, Hongkong, Macao. 



2. Ӿ嶆 Zhonghua -- “China”/ “Chinese” 

-a higher register than ��1 used in official 
names of both 20th-century republics: Ӿ嶆
࿆㾴 Republic of China (1912-   ); Ӿ嶆Ո࿆
       -㾴 People’s Republic of China (1949و
); य़Ӿ嶆 “Greater China” – mainland China, 
Taiwan, Hongkong, Macao, and even the 
Chinese Diaspora.



3.  a ‘Chinese’ (a person), ‘the 
Chinese’ (people)��� 

- a citizen of the PRC; BUT also: 
person of Chinese appearance 
(those who appear Chinese to non-
East Asian people); Han Chinese 



4. 嶆Ո Huaren, a Chinese (person)

May include all those in or emanating from 
China, but mainly used to denote the Han who 
have migrated overseas even though 
many emigrants from China are not officially 
Han, for example the Hakka ��



5. 嶆㰘 Huaqiao Overseas Chinese 
(person) 

 Chinese residing abroad or the 
descendants of those who 
emigrated abroad.



Ո Tangren Chinese (person/people) ࠈ .6

Cantonese-speaking Han Chinese southerners 
who date their “Chineseness” from the Tang 
dynasty 618-907 CE. *�" = Chinatown



7.佸 Ո Hanren Chinese (person/people)

Descended from the 佸. 
Member of the Han majority ethnicity



8. Ӿ Zhongwen Chinese (language) 
Chinese language without specification of historical period, 
a transhistoric and transregional term used to refer to the 
language(s)  written  in  “Chinese”  characters;  modern 
written or oral Chinese;  “national language” or Guoyu 㾴
承 (first half of the twentieth-century, and today on Taiwan) 
based  on  northern  Chinese);  “common  language”  or 
Putonghua ฦ᭗ᦾ  since 1949 in the PRC (also based on 
northern Chinese); “Mandarin”* or “Mandarin Chinese” is 
the  term  often  used  by  non-Chinese  to  describe  this 
national language and to distinguish it from Cantonese and 
other  Chinese  languages  often  mistakenly  termed 
“dialects”; the pre-modern vernacular written language or 
baihua ጮ扖 (“plain talk”); pre-modern literary language or 
wenyan .



9.佸承 Hanyu Chinese (language) 

Oral  and written modern standard Chinese, 
the  language  of  the  officially  determined 
majority  Han  ethnicity.  However,  many 
within  this  ethnic  category  mainly  use 
another language such as,  Cantonese, or 
Minnanhua  .��.  Hanyu  is  effectively 
Putonghua or Mandarin.



10. 嶆承 Huayu. Chinese (language)

Often  used  to  designate  standard 
Chinese for a non-mainland Chinese 
or  overseas  Chinese  public  who 
associate more readily with the idea 
of � Hua than with (Han.



11. Ӿ㾴䋊 Zhongguo wenxue Chinese (literature)
 
The  literature  of  China.  Used  transhistorically 
without  indication  of  the  precise  language  used. 
However,  in  the collective imaginary the literature 
referred  to  is  that  written  in  “Chinese”  characters 
within the space that is now China in either modern 
Chinese or in wenyan  and excludes languages 
such as Tibetan.



12. 佸  Hanwen Chinese 

Written language from the 
Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE) 
onwards



13. 佸 䋊 Hanwen wenxue Chinese (literature)  

Used to distinguish literature written in 
Chinese characters from other 
literatures of China in languages
such as Uighur and Tibetan



‘China’/‘Chinese’ is reductive of the diverse and 

complex political and historical issues 

foregrounded by the process of translation. 



Arthur Smith 
Chinese Characteristics, 
Shanghai,1890.  



• LANGUAGE (underdeveloped, incapable of 
expressing complex ideas)

• COLOUR : yellow
• MASS/MULTITUDE – like ants
• ANIMAL-LIKE – SIMIAN (like a monkey)
• DECADENT – IMMUTABLE  (old, decaying, 

unchanging)
• INFANTILE (talk and behave like children)



Chinese INTERNALIZATION of European discourse/imaginary 
concerning China



CHINA AS SPECTACULAR POWER





The spectacle is a permanent opium war which aims to make the people 

identify goods with commodities, and satisfaction with survival that 

increases according to its own laws. But if consumable survival is 

something which must always increase, this is because it continues to 

contain privation. If there is nothing beyond increasing survival, if there is 

no point at which it might stop growing, this is not because it is beyond 

privation, but because it is enriched privation. 

Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle  





ANTHROPOCENE

���������



HOMOGENOCENE

 



1999 Michael J Samways  

Samways, Michael J. "Translocating fauna to foreign 
lands: here comes the Homogenocene." Journal of 
Insect Conservation 3, no. 2 (1999): 65-66.



2011 C.C. Mann  

1491: New Revelations of the Americas Before Columbus

Since Columbus the world has been in the grip of convulsive 
transculturation. Every place on the earth's surface, save 
possibly scraps of Antarctic, has been changed by places that 
until 1492 were too remote to exert any impact on it. For five 
centuries now the crash and chaos of constant connection has 
been our home condition. (p. xix)
Mann, Charles. 1493: Uncovering the New World Columbus 
Created. New York: Alfred Knopf, 2011, p. xix.

Mann, C. C. "The dawn of the homogenocene: Tracing 
globalization back to its roots." Orion 30 (2011): 16-25.



Su Nan-Yao    

Su, Nan-Yao. ‘How to Become a Successful Invader’, 
Florida Entomologist 96, no. 3 (2013): 765-770.
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The Yum system (a series of relay stations at every 
32-40 km along the major routes to supply fresh 
horses and other travel accommodations) that was 
origi- nally established to secure communication 
among Mongol troops, provided vital needs for 
traveling merchants, and the trade routes were manned 
by Mongol soldiers for safe passage. Chinese silk, 
exotic spices, Indian cotton, sugar and new crops such 
as carrots, turnips and buckwheat were introduced to 
Europe by merchants from the East. 



the pathogen of Plague, the bacterium Yersinia pestis 
(Lehmann and Neumann 1896) van Loghem 1944, 
was also brought to Europe by its carrier, the Oriental 
rat flea, Xenopsylla cheopis (Rothschild) (Siphonap- 
tera: Pulicidae) on rodents that hitchhiked trade ships 
from the Orient. The disease ravaged Asia with an 
estimated 25 million victims before entering Europe 
(Kohn 2008). Between 1347 and 1353, Plague killed 
one third of the European population, and profoundly 
altered the course of European history. 
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